
To:  President Joseph Biden

From: Paris-R. Miles-Brenden

June 22nd, 2024

Deficit of Survivability

Dear Joseph Biden,

Forgive me for the 'somewhat' arbitratively assumptive position of myself as-a-citizen through the casual means 
arranged for the Secretary.  I believe in council, representation, and the amended truth that a person of the united 
states of america, has to contribute to congressional, jurisdictional (policable policy), and jurisprudence on and 
behalf of a self governing people.

In this instance, I am reporting to-you of the relationship by which life is no guarantee, for in the extinction of a 
people, in relation to disease, pathonogensis, medical ascension, and then, of occassion, the disenfranchisement of 
a policy bearer.  This encasulates the majority consensus view, but what is not commonly held by the majority of 
representative peer(s) is that 'agency' does not afford 'hearing to suggestive influential diagnostic' under and of- all 
conditional assignments peer pro peer.  The 'social network' has accessorized overtly, to which there are enemies 
of the common interest, in various arenas and locales.

To identify, I am unoccassioned without accompaniment by a legistlature or implementation of defensive hearing 
to council and lenient discharge from hospitalization or a jail, and left unreclaimed of personal identity, when, as 
such, clemency is without pursuit to a jury hearing.

I have the supportive basis and foundation of a live-stock hearing for in that of the expiry of life on-earth, 
approximately 2052-2 to 2068-6, in concurrency ISON.  The preliminary motivation in A.G.B. (known currently as 
ari.deva@gmail.com or variously arideva@gmail.com) - the performer of naturalization to amensterial truth, is my 
reportative basis of a minority plea in council and hearing, to an information disjunctive in (4 unrightful 
necessities).

I had remained without the means accomable in that of (Taxonomy.pdf) as I had not participated in theft, was 
isolated (10+4 year(s)), and immaculately conceived with A.G.B. per austerity of conditional baseline.

This day, I conceived with Ariana, and the COMET ISON was destined to land on-Earth, with some margin.

The survivability of life, for what was a knowable 'err-return' ended a crisis of some-8.45 billion people... we 
remained with a 244.8-231.92% chance of survivability index in 2.5 year renewment(s) of a/b-220./15.58.
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